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in the rad server for delphi 6.5.3, if i create a new project, there is no option to check
the box to import the old database. i can only import the rad server for delphi 6.5

database. so i had to create a new project, and create an empty database, then copy
the database over. the two databases look identical in the database designer. if i try to
use the import database tool in the rad server for delphi, it says that the database is
locked, and the import failed. as far as i know, the latest version of the rad server for

delphi is free. if it wasnt, i would have to install the latest version on my old computer,
then create a license, then copy it to the new computer. i wasnt sure if there was an
easy way to import the old database. codetyphon is extremely fast in comparison to
delphi. the only thing i dont like about it is that its not that user friendly. i cannot use

codetyphon as a lightweight ide. i'm not sure if theres a way to do this. at least i
havent found it yet. i like to use other ides because i can use gdb to debug my code,
use most of the other features and i can still use lazarus to access my modules. i've

been using lazarus for my projects for years now. i started using it before delphi was a
thing. i'd go back to lazarus if i needed to use delphi. as for the speed, when i was

using delphi 5 (or whatever was the latest version at the time) it was slow to start up
(getting to a point where you could do anything). lazarus on the other hand, in my

experience, will start up immediately and has no issues with switching windows
quickly. like i said though, what i mean is, if you're using lazarus to program, it'll be
fast, but if you're using it to do a quick edit of your code, it'll be slow. i'm still using

delphi for my final development and only use lazarus for quick edits.
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